
FEATURES + BENEFITS

Footnotes
1GoPro account required for flight. 
2Each drone replacement is subject to a $159 service 
fee. For additional information on replacement parts and 
services, visit gopro.com.

Karma™ captures amazingly smooth GoPro 

footage in the air, handheld or body mounted. 

Compact and ultra portable, the Karma Drone 

folds to fit into its own lightweight case. The 

game-style controller with an integrated touch 

display makes Karma easy and fun to fly. The 

included camera stabilizer can be removed from 

the drone and attached to the included Karma 

Grip for ultra steady professional-looking handheld 

and body-mounted footage. More than a drone. 

It’s Karma. 

UPC Code: 818279021455

Model Number: QKWXX-511

See more at partner.gopro.com

More than a drone. 

with HERO5 Black

Ultra Portable   
The Karma Drone folds to fit into the included lightweight case. Take it 
anywhere. When you’re ready to fly, just unfold, attach the propellers 
and go. 

Detachable Camera Stabilizer 
The Karma Stabilizer captures breathtaking shake-free video both in 
the air and on the ground. 

Handheld Stabilization 
Remove the Karma Stabilizer and attach it to Karma Grip for ultra 
steady, professional-looking handheld shots. 
 
Body Mountable  
Karma Grip works with GoPro body mounts, including the built-in 
shoulder mount on the Karma Case, to deliver ultra steady body-
mounted footage. 

Game-Style Controller 
Flying is fun with a game-style controller that makes it easy to fly the 
drone1 and control your camera at the same time.  

See What Your Drone Sees 
The Karma Controller’s built-in touch display streams a live, first-
person view of what Karma sees.

Ultra Bright Touch Display    
The controller’s touch display was specially designed for improved 
visibility in bright outdoor conditions.

Preflight Training 
The built-in tutorial and flight simulator make it easy and fun to learn 
how to fly anywhere, anytime before your first flight.

Automatic Takeoff + Landing  
Automatic one-button takeoff and landing helps first-time pilots fly 
with confidence.

Designed To Keep You Out of Trouble  
Built-in No-Fly Zones prevent the drone from accidentally flying into 
restricted areas.   
 
Automatically Returns Home  
Karma safely flies back to you when out of range, if there’s a lost 
connection or when the battery runs low.   
 
Total Camera Control  
Designed from the ground up to give you full control of your GoPro in 
flight, Karma lets you remotely control all camera modes and capture 
settings, add HiLight Tags and more using its built-in touch display.

Take Your Friends for a Ride 
The GoPro Passenger™ App lets friends view your flight and control 
your GoPro while you fly.

Built-In Auto Shot Paths  
Pro-quality shots are easy to capture on your first attempt using Auto 
Shot Paths to capture professional-style drone selfies (Dronies), Cable 
Cam, Orbit and Reveal shots. 

Replacement Parts Help Keep You Flying 
Arms, landing gear and other components are easily replaceable. Extra 
propellers are included.    
 
GoPro Care—You Break It, We’ll Replace It  
Optional GoPro Care is the ultimate protection for Karma. Double your 
standard warranty and enjoy accidental damage coverage for two full 
years.2 
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1 HERO5 BLACK 

KARMA DRONE

KARMA CONTROLLER WITH TOUCH DISPLAY

KARMA STABILIZER

KARMA GRIP HANDLE

KARMA HARNESS (HERO5 BLACK)

KARMA CHARGER 

KARMA BATTERY

6 PROPELLERS

KARMA MOUNTING RING

THE FRAME (HERO5 BLACK)

KARMA CASE 

USB-C CABLE (NOT SHOWN)

WHAT’S INCLUDED
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with HERO5 Black


